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Abstract: In the current era of Medical Science, Image Processing is the most evolving and inspiring technique. This technique 
consolidates some noise removal functions, segmentation, and morphological activities which are the fundamental ideas of 
image processing. Initially preprocessing of an MRI image is done to ensure the image quality for further processing/output. 
Our paper portrays the methodology to extricate and diagnose the brain tumor with the help of an affected person’s MRI scan 
pictures of the brain. MRI pictures are taken into account to recognize and extricate the tumor from the brain with the aid of 
MATLAB software. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The tumor is characterized as the strange development of the tissues or it can be stated as an irregular mass of tissue wherein cells 
develop furthermore, increase wildly, apparently. Primarily brain tumors can be classified as cancerous/malignant or non-
cancerous/benign [1]. Nonetheless, it is unseemly to call benign non-harmful in fact it very well may be deadly as well. Metastatic 
malignancy is a disease that spreads from the portion of the body where it began (the essential site) to different parts of the body. At 
the point when malignancy cells split away from a tumor, they can travel out to different parts of the body through the blood 
circulation system or the lymph vessels. The body is comprised of numerous cells that have their own extraordinary capacity. 
Regardless of whether the tumor is cancerous or non-cancerous, the cause for this tumor could be either genetic or it very well may 
be created before birth, for example, craniopharyngioma. 
MRI is a high-level clinical imaging approach used to create high contrast pictures of the body organs and soft tissues and is 
widely used when it comes to deal brain tumors, anklebone, and feet. From these high-pixel images, we can determine point-by- 
point anatomical data to inspect the development of the brain and find anomalies. These days there are numerous approaches to 
categorize MRI images which are fuzzy methods [3], neural networks, atlas methods, knowledge-based techniques, shape methods, 
variation segmentation [6]. 
The key step in the image analysis is the preprocessing of MRI images which performs picture advancement and noise reduction 
procedures which are utilized to improve the picture quality, at that point some morphological tasks are applied to recognize tumor 
in the picture. Morphological Operations are a wide arrangement of picture preparing tasks that interact with advanced pictures 
dependent on their shapes. In a morphological activity, each picture pixel is comparing to the worth of different pixels in its area. By 
picking the shape and size of the local pixel, you can develop a morphological activity that is touchy to explicit shapes in the 
information picture. Morphological activities apply an organizing component called strel in MATLAB, to an info picture, making a 
yield picture of a similar size. To make an interpretation of the picture into numbers, it is partitioned into little zones called pixels. 

II. METHODOLOGY 
The methodology is carried out in two phases, initially preprocessing of the input MRI image followed by segmentation and 
morphological operations. Following are the steps of the algorithm:- 
 
1) Input MRI pictures of the brain 
2) Transform it into a grayscale imag 
3) Threshold segmentation 
4) Watershed segmentation 
5) Perform morphological operations 
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6) Tumor is detected (Region of Tumor) 

The entirety of the above advances is clarified here in detail. 
 
A. Input the MRI Image 
At the point when a patient goes through MRI examination, an MRI picture is acquired on the PC's screen which resembles high 
contrast pictures. The fantasy of dark concealing in a high contrast picture is gotten by delivering the picture as a network of dark 
specks on a white foundation (or the other way around), with the spans of the individual spots deciding the clear gentility of the dim 
in their area [2]. MATLAB changes over these pictures in data format with the aid of uigetfile() and imread() function. 

Fig-1: MRI Image of a patient affected with tumor 
 
B. Convert into Grayscale Image 
MRI pictures are then changed over into Grayscale pictures which give the brightest data because of their less unpredictability. An 
RGB image is a combination of (a red scale, a green scale, and a blue scale image) stacked on top of each other. In MATLAB, an 
RGB picture is fundamentally an M*N*3 array of shading pixels, where each shading pixel is a trio that compares to red, blue, and 
a green shading segment of the RGB picture at a predetermined spatial area. Also, A Grayscale picture can be seen as a solitary 
layered picture. In MATLAB, a grayscale picture is essentially M*N array whose qualities have been scaled to address intensities. 
With the aid of a function called rgb2gray() contained in MATLAB software, it is convenient to convert an RGB picture to a 
grayscale picture. 
Transformation of an arbitrary color image to grayscale isn't interesting as a rule; the distinctive weighting of the shading channels 
viably speaks with the impact of shooting high contrast film with various hued photographic channels on the cameras. Grayscale 
pictures are normal, to some extent since quite a bit of the present showcase and picture catch equipment can just support 8- bit 
pictures. 

 
Fig-2: Grayscale Image 
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C. Threshold Segmentation 
Thresholding is a kind of picture division, where we change the pixels of a picture to make the picture simpler to examine. In 
thresholding, we convert a picture from grayscale into a binary image i.e., one that is basically highly contrasting. Most oftentimes, 
we use thresholding [4] as an approach to choose regions of interest of a picture, while overlooking the parts we are not worried 
about. A few well- known strategies are utilized in the industry including the most extreme entropy method, Otsu's technique 
(greatest difference and K-means clustering aswell. Thresholding is a well-known division strategy, utilized for isolating an object 
from its background. The cycle of thresholding includes looking at every pixel worth of the picture to a predefined edge. This 
partitions every one of the pixels of the input picture into 2 gatherings: Pixels having intensity lower than the edge and Pixels 
having intensity more prominent than the edge. Image segmentation is used to pinpoint lines and curves in pictures. Each of the 
pixels in an area is comparable concerning some attributes or processed property i.e., color, intensity, or texture. Nearby areas are 
essentially unique as for the equivalent characteristics. 

Fig-3: Threshold Segmented Image 

D. Watershed Segmentation 
Watershed segmentation is an alternative region-based method that was introduced in 1979 by S. Beucher and C. Lantuéjoul. The 
watershed algorithm is a classic algorithm applied for segmentation when extracting overlapping objects in images. Any grayscale 
picture can be seen as a geographical surface where high intensity demonstrates tops while low intensity shows valleys. It is applied 
to the grayscale images using the MATLAB watershed algorithm. 
 
E. Meyer's flooding Watershed Algorithm 
Quite possibly the most well-known watershed algorithm was presented by F. Meyer in the mid '90s. The algorithm deals with a 
grayscale picture. During the progressive flooding of the dark worth alleviation, watersheds with neighboring catchment basins are 
developed. This flooding cycle is performed on the gradient image. For example, the basins ought to arise along the edges. 
Regularly this will prompt an over- division of the picture, particularly for noisy picture material, for example clinical CT 
information. Either the picture should be pre- handled or the regions should be converged based on a comparability standard 
subsequently. 

Fig-4: Watershed Segmented Image 
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F. Morphological Operations 
Morphological Operations are an expansive arrangement of picture handling activities that interact with computerized pictures 
dependent on their shapes. In a morphological activity, each picture pixel is relating to the worth of another pixel in its area. By 
picking the shape and size of the local pixel, you can build a morphological activity that is delicate to explicit shapes in the info 
picture. Morphological activities apply an organizing component called strel in Matlab, to an input picture, making a yield picture 
of a similar size. The quantity of pixels added or eliminated from the item in a picture relies upon the shape and size of the 
organizing component used to deal with the picture. In the morphological dilation and erosion activities, the condition of some 
random pixel in the yield picture is dictated by applying a standard to the relating pixel and its neighbors in the input picture. The 
standard used to handle the pixels characterizes the morphological activity as dilation or erosion. Morphological procedures test a 
picture with a little shape or layout called structuring elements which are of two types: 1) Flat and 2) Nonflat. 
A flat structuring element is a 2-D or multi-dimensional matrix, in which the genuine pixels are remembered for the morphological 
calculation, and the bogus pixels are definitely not. The middle pixel of the structuring element, called the origin, recognizes the 
pixel in the picture being handled. 
A nonfalt structuring element is a matrix of type twofold that recognizes the pixel in the picture being prepared and characterizes the 
area utilized in the handling of that pixel. A nonflat structuring element contains limited qualities utilized as added substance 
counterbalances in the morphological calculation. The middle pixel of the matrix is called the origin. 

Fig-5: Morphological Operations 
 

III. CONCLUSION 
Finally, the tumor is extracted from an MRI picture. For this, theaffected patient's information i.e., MRI image is taken into 
consideration. Due to the high intensity of the tumor in an MRI image than that of its background, it turns out to be exceptionally 
simple to find and extricate it from an MRI picture. 
The mentioned algorithm to be modified in the upcoming future for colored images plus recognizing the type of the tumor. 
Additionally, tumor development can be dissected by plotting a graph 

 
Fig-6: Final output of extracted brain tumor from an MRI Image 
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